NATIONALISM,   1914-1920
They, and Arabs in general, viewed the assignment of man-
dates in the same light as did Lord Curzon when, as Secretary
of State for Foreign Affairs, he said in the House of Lords,
June 25th, 1920:
It is quite a mistake to suppose. .. that under the Covenant
of the League, or any other instrument, the gift of the mandate
rests with the League of Nations. It does not do so. It rests
with the Powers who have conquered the territories, which
it then falls to them to distribute, and it was in these cir-
cumstances that the mandate for Palestine and Mesopo-
tamia was conferred upon and accepted by us, and that the
mandate for Syria was conferred* upon and accepted by
France.l
One of the first results of the announcement in Baghdad was
a series of secret meetings of the Nationalist leaders who resolved
on still stronger measures of propaganda and on a closer
rapprochement between Shi'is and Sunnis. Counter-demands to
the Bonham-Carter proposals, well known in Baghdad at the
time, were also to be formulated and presented to the British
Government, by the Mandubin or Delegates. This body of
fifteen or seventeen Nationalists had been selected from the
larger group and the list had then been submitted, in the
autumn of 1919, for approval to a political gathering in one
of the mosques. This had been given.2
To further the ShTa-Sunnl rapprochement, religious services
known as mauluds, in honour of the birth of the Prophet, were
organized in the month of Ramadhan, beginning May igth.
In these mauluds, held alternately in every Shfa and Sunn!
mosque, leading members of the two sects took part, by special
invitation of the mosque authorities or of the secular heads of
the city quarter in which the mosques were located. Following
the religious ceremonies, which usually combined both Sunni
and Shi'a rites, were patriotic speeches and poems appealing
1	Parl. Debates, H. of L., sth S., Vol. xl (1920), p. 877.
2	According to Saiyid Muhammad al-Sadr.
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